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Shifting Loyalties: Military Service, German-American Identity, and Photography in the First World War

The one-hundredth anniversary of the Great War is generating renewed interest in the U.S. and its citizens in the conflict. The war years were particularly difficult for people of German descent who found their culture condemned and their loyalty questioned, and scholars have written volumes on the subject. It is clear from these works that German culture—language, religion, and social practices in particular—lost many practitioners as a result of overzealous American patriots who attacked them as un-American. But the anniversary of the First World War offers an opportunity to reconsider these conclusions and how different sources and approaches might add new dimensions to the existing story of German-Americans during the war.

While some scholars assess information from different areas of the country as a way to articulate a general German-American experience, others acknowledge that no singular story can attest to the diversity of responses to the war with Germany. Studies of places including Philadelphia, Chicago, and, more recently, several counties in Missouri find that local circumstances influenced rates of persecution and the fate of German culture and ethnic identity in these particular locales. They point out the need for scholars to focus on one particular city or area in order to more accurately assess German-Americans’ experiences and the fate of German culture and identity.

What these studies fail to consider, however, are photographs. During the war it became difficult and even dangerous for German-Americans to maintain their German cultural practices, for they risked incurring accusations of disloyalty. Several scholars claim that the decline in the number of German-language publications, churches, schools, businesses, and social organizations
indicates that German-Americans abandoned their German cultural identities and assimilated fully into American society. But photographs, a seemingly benign medium that purported to record reality, were not typically scrutinized as sites of identity expression. However, photographers could manipulate their images’ contents to convey particular messages about their cultural and national belonging. Photographs therefore served as a safe space in which German-Americans could express their identities without fear of repercussions in a hyper-patriotic U.S. While newspapers, letters, and the other textual materials scholars have traditionally relied upon are important sources of information on German culture, they are unable to articulate the visual elements of German-American identity. At a time when cameras were readily available to members of the American public, photographs, like documents, warrant examination as sites of identity expression.

The constructed meaning in photographs can be discerned by reading each image in the context of its creation. Or, as cultural historian Martha Sandweiss so eloquently states, an image, as a primary source, is “tangled in the dense time-bound web” formed by the “circumstances of its making, the photographer’s intent, the public function of the image, [and] the ways in which it was received and understood by contemporary audiences.” Photographs taken by and of German-Americans during the First World War are therefore not merely benign pictures of people and places; rather, they are products of the discourse on German-American culture and American patriotism in particular places and at particular moments. During the hostile, anti-German climate of the war years, photographs became important sites of German-American identity formation, yet they have not been given serious scholarly attention as sources of important knowledge about war and ethnic identity.

Consider the photographs taken by German-Americans Emil Osiek and John Philip Hoehn. Osiek snapped pictures of his Navy transport ship and his visits to French ports, Paris, and the battlefields at Soissons, France. After his service ended, he mounted his 271 photographs in an album he entitled “U.S. Navy Treasures” and wrote captions detailing the places and people he encountered during his time as a Navy musician. Hoehn likewise recorded his service through photographs. As a Private in the U.S. Army of Occupation, he took artistic photographs of the German Rhineland where he was stationed. He wrote captions directly on the faces of his images and used thirteen of the thirty-nine as illustrations on homemade postcards. The remaining photographs were compiled in a box with no discernable order. Through these personal photographs and their captions, Osiek and Hoehn created narratives of their particular experiences in the First World War as German-American servicemen.
Military service put these German-Americans in contact with places, people, and cultures they were previously isolated from by geography. By recording their interactions abroad, Osiek and Hoehn’s photographs resemble the travel writings of European subjects who wrote about their encounters with foreign people and cultures in their nations’ colonies. The interactions between these European travelers and the institutions, cultures, and governments of colonized nations helped them to foster an identity in relation to these foreign places they then shared with their imperial nations through their writing. Osiek and Hoehn, like the European travel writers, also defined themselves in opposition to their foreign environments. Each time Osiek and Hoehn took a photograph, they reformulated their identities in response to their locations and experiences in the dynamic context of their war service.

Osiek and Hoehn’s photographs offer an interesting case study because of the photographers’ hyphenated German-American identities. Both men were lifetime residents of St. Charles, a small, majority-German-American city located about twenty miles west of St. Louis in Missouri. Like many of their community members, Osiek and Hoehn were hyphenated Americans, meaning that they were loyal American citizens who maintained cultural ties to Germany through their use of the German language, their membership in ethnic German churches, and their education at German parochial schools. The war between the U.S. and Germany pitted their political homeland against their cultural fatherland and led to the persecution of German culture and its practitioners throughout the U.S. In St. Charles, however, German-Americans experienced little pressure to give up their German practices because of the city’s German-American majority. But the Selective Service Act forced many residents to fight against German citizens, which challenged their abilities to maintain their dual loyalties and hyphenated identities. Osiek and Hoehn’s photographic narratives present an opportunity to examine their memories of their war service and the ideas about the war, their actions in the fight against Germany, and their identities that these pictures convey.

One would think that fighting for the U.S. against Germany in the Great War would have forced German-Americans to assimilate, but Osiek and Hoehn’s photographs counter this assumption. Instead, their photographs convey carefully-constructed American and German components of their identities that do not conflict with or negate one another. Both German-Americans took some photographs whose subjects were typical of American G.I. images. But others conveyed particular ideas about their American and German identities. Osiek defined himself in opposition to the defeated Germans he encountered in France, which emphasized his identity as an American serviceman. Yet his images also allowed him to distinguish his ethnic...
Germanness from the German government and its military agents that he opposed as a loyal American citizen. Hoehn’s photographs of the Rhineland region of Germany where his ancestors once lived express his German cultural and familial roots. The picturesque views of villages and landmarks capture the beauty of this area that remained untouched by the war and convey a sense of pride in being German that remained despite his participation in the fight against Germany. These German-Americans did not abandon their ethnic identities during their service in the U.S. military; instead, their photographs reveal elements of both loyalty to the U.S. and preservation of their German cultural practices. One element of their identities was at times emphasized over the other, but they did so without violating the suppressed component. These German-Americans’ identities not only survived the First World War, but they were formed and expressed in response to circumstances created by the war.

Osiek and Hoehn, though both German-Americans from St. Charles, had very different experiences during the Great War. Osiek enlisted in the U.S. Navy in July 1918 at the age of twenty-one and passed an examination to become a Musician First Class. The Navy assigned him to Goat Island Naval Training Station in San Francisco, California, where he remained until after the armistice. Between January and September of 1919, Osiek made six round-trip voyages to France aboard the *U.S.S. Mercury*, transporting American soldiers and Marines back home to the U.S. after the fighting ended. As a musician, Osiek spent the majority of his time on duty playing his clarinet in small concerts for officers and as part of big bands for ship-wide dances to entertain the crew and servicemen during the twelve-day, transatlantic voyages. Osiek documented seemingly every aspect of his service, including the *Mercury* crew, the ships and docks he saw from on board the ship, and the cities, monuments, and museums he visited while on shore leave in France.\(^\text{10}\) His neat and orderly album embodied the safety and calm of his post-war service.

Hoehn, on the other hand, was the first man drafted from St. Charles. He requested an exemption from military service, claiming that his small build made him physically unfit for the Army, a weak excuse that suggests he was trying to avoid serving in the U.S. military. His exemption was of course denied, and he left for training camp in October 1917 at the age of twenty-two. Ironically, his excellent shooting abilities earned him a transfer into a regular Army unit, and he fought in all five major U.S. offensives in the war. During the heavy fighting in the Argonne Forest, Hoehn was separated from his unit and listed as Missing in Action for nearly a month. Despite his lengthy service on the front lines, his archive of images does not include any of the fighting; instead, his photographs are limited to his Army training at Camp
Funston, Kansas, and his post-armistice service in the German Rhineland. Hoehn’s unorganized box of photographs reflected the disorder and chaos that characterized his military service on the front lines. The two German-Americans served in different branches of the military and in different locales, and the form and content of their visual narratives embodied the different contexts and circumstances of their war service.

Despite the differences in Osiek and Hoehn’s Great War military service, their photographs shared a few characteristics that marked them in part as typical American G.I. war narratives. First, both Osiek and Hoehn took photographs at their U.S. camps that documented their new surroundings in the military. Historian Mark Meigs argues that soldiers recorded their adventures during the war as a way to both participate in the mass event and preserve their individuality. Drafted servicemen from St. Charles exemplified this trend by describing their new living quarters and jobs in letters they sent home in the fall of 1917. Osiek and Hoehn similarly documented their training camps through photographs. In one image, Hoehn captured a semi-birds-eye view of Camp Funston from atop an adjacent hill. Long, two-story buildings nearly filled the image, starting at the base of the hill and fading into the distance. The buildings were interrupted only by square open spaces, presumably used for drilling and training soldiers. Likewise, Osiek photographed the neat, uniform rows of white tents arranged around a central three-story building at Goat Island. Both of these images depicted Hoehn and Osiek’s living quarters and training facilities, surroundings that were foreign to them and therefore warranted photographic documentation as part of their new experiences in the military.

At the same time, the way in which the camps are portrayed in the photographs seemed to negate Osiek and Hoehn’s individuality. The uniform buildings and tents filled the frames of both photographs and seemed to extend far into the distance, which captured the enormity of the camps and depicted the U.S. military as a large, organized machine from which these two new recruits would emerge trained, unified, and ready to fight. These photographs absorbed Hoehn and Osiek into the mass of American servicemen produced by the military despite the differences in their personal experiences conveyed by their photographic narratives.

Hoehn and Osiek reasserted their individual presence at these training facilities by inserting themselves into the camps’ landscapes. Hoehn posed for a photograph outside of his barracks with his back hunched, his hands dangling lifelessly at his sides, and a sheepish half-smile on his face. He seemed weak, uncomfortable, and even a little embarrassed in this image. Osiek, who included a photograph of himself in an undershirt and shorts washing clothes at the camp laundry, similarly represented himself as weak as well as feminine.
by picturing himself in his underwear doing women’s work. These images allowed Hoehn and Osiek to add their own particular experiences at camp to the discourse on military training and countered the perceived effectiveness of the large, orderly military in the previous images.

Both men later took pictures of the places where they were stationed and those that they visited during their military service abroad. These images fit a second trope typical of G.I. war narratives in which servicemen wrote accounts of their travels, accommodations, and the sites around them during their service abroad. Osiek seemed to document every aspect of his service: his fellow band members on board the Mercury; the American ships he passed in port; and street cafes he frequented while on shore leave in France. Hoehn, however, limited his remaining photographs to the period of his service after the armistice, and he did not photograph any scenes from the five months he spent fighting in the trenches. Instead, Hoehn primarily recorded towns, landscapes, and landmarks in the German Rhineland. The variations in their photographs may be partially explained by their different branches of the military, duties, and locations. However, each man made conscious decisions to photograph certain scenes and not others. Cultural historian Martha Sandweiss claims that the subjects a photographer omits from an image as well as those that he includes can be analyzed as evidence of the discursive work the photograph attempts to perform. The photographs Hoehn and Osiek chose to include in their personal remembrances of the war and what they left out, as I will show, created specific memories of the Great War and their part in it.

Some of Osiek’s photographs of his overseas military service resembled his images from Goat Island Naval Training Station. Images of his post on board the Mercury that depicted band concerts, crew members at work, and his living quarters equated his life on board the ship to his time in training camp. A new subject he included was himself and his crewmates at leisure, reading books and doing handstands on the deck. Despite the men’s recreational activities, these photographs were formal images whose subjects were posed and framed by the photographer. In other words, Osiek purposefully captured carefully-crafted scenes that represented the sailors as playful and relaxed (Figure 1). By doing so, Osiek chose to remember himself and his fellow sailors as children on an adventure, rather than as the heroic defenders of democracy they were typically championed as by the local press.

Osiek also included many photographs of his leisure activities off the ship while on shore leave in Europe. The Mercury docked in France at Saint-Nazaire, Brest, and another unidentified port on the Bay of Biscay. The Navy granted Osiek shore leave at all three ports, during which he toured Saint-Nazaire and the nearby cities of Bordeaux and Nantes. During these day
trips, Osiek photographed public squares, houses, street scenes, castles, and other places of historical interest as well as unusual sites, such as a funeral procession in Saint-Nazaire. He toured these cities with other sailors, and his photographs depicted his traveling companions relaxing in street cafes and parks. The juxtaposition of uniformed U.S. sailors and the French built landscape in these images emphasized Osiek's American identity in contrast to the historic French buildings in the background. Although Osiek did not directly comment on these places, his choice to photograph U.S. sailors in French villages and include them in his photo album communicated the importance of these scenes to his personal narrative of the war.

Because Osiek's service abroad was confined to the post-war period and a naval vessel, most of his photographs represented him as a non-soldier. His images lacked portrayals of armed combat, confessions of fear, and descriptions of heroism that were typical in soldiers' letters sent from Europe during the war. Yet photographs taken by Osiek while on shore leave asserted his membership in the military through visual cues. Encounters with German prisoners of war, famous French landmarks, and recently-deserted battlefields helped Osiek to define himself as a victor and an American in opposition to the defeated Germans.

Osiek's photo album included photographs of German prisoners of war mounted alongside images of his travels in and near French ports. In one taken in Saint-Nazaire, Osiek's companion posed beside four German prisoners as they paused from shoveling a pile of debris (Figure 2). The men still wore their German Army uniforms, though they were now wrinkled and dirty from their work. Osiek's companion looked pristine in his navy blue fatigues standing at attention next to the slouching German prisoners propped on their shovels as they took a momentary respite from their work to look at the camera. Osiek's image of a Navy sailor posing next to German prisoners of war captured the power that he, as the photographer, and his companion exerted over the defeated soldiers. Osiek had not served abroad during wartime and had not contributed to the military's defeat of Germany, but he attempted to claim a part in that victory through this photograph. Further, the placement of these images among his tourist photographs of French cities emphasized his freedom because, unlike the German prisoners, he moved about without restraint in France. His ability to visit and photograph Saint-Nazaire, Bordeaux, Nantes, and these German prisoners constructed Osiek's identity as victorious Ally in the war.

Osiek also attempted to distinguish himself from Germany and German soldiers in other ways. Like German-American soldiers in battle, Osiek "othered" the Germans he encountered in France. In the context of battle there were two sides: us and them, the Allies and the Central powers, or, in
Osiek’s photograph of German prisoners of war identified them as the enemy, though here they were not the hostile enemy encountered on the battlefield, but the conquered and tamed former adversary. His image labeled those people loyal to Germany’s government, in this case German soldiers, as his enemy. By doing so, Osiek identified himself as a loyal American. St. Charles German-Americans repeatedly insisted that they maintained no loyalty to the German government despite their continued German cultural practices. This photograph conveyed Osiek’s perception that his German church membership, schooling, and language usage did not conflict with his political loyalty to the U.S., nor did his participation in a war against Germany violate his German cultural belonging.24

Osiek’s travels in France also afforded him opportunities to articulate a particular understanding of the First World War’s purpose. In addition to his day excursions, Osiek also took a six-day sightseeing trip to Paris that was organized by the U.S. military. He traveled to the French capital in July 1919 with hundreds of other sailors from his ship aboard a train he dubbed the “Mercury Special” because so many of its passengers served aboard his ship.25 The trip included stops at sites significant to French culture and history, including the Louvre, the Eiffel Tower, and Napoleon’s tomb as well as Versailles, the former palace of Louis XIV and the site where the Versailles Peace Treaty was signed one month earlier to end the war between Germany and the Allied powers.26 Historian Jennifer Keene noted that the Army gave soldiers passes to visit France after the armistice to raise their opinions of their ally and strengthen the bond between the two nations in case the peace talks failed and fighting resumed.27 Osiek’s tour of France, conducted from the back of an Army truck, exposed him to many important French cultural and historic sites that he would have otherwise not seen as a post-war Navy musician. At the same time, these trips legitimized U.S. participation in the Great War as the defense of France and its history and culture from destruction by Germany. This justification offered a way for German-Americans like Osiek to remember the war as a defensive act to save a culture, which would have appealed to them following the attacks their own culture faced in the U.S.

Osiek’s trip also gave him opportunities to insert himself into battle. For instance, he visited Soissons, a town about sixty miles northeast of Paris that had experienced heavy fighting throughout the war because it stood between the German Army and the French capital. The Germans took Soissons for the last time in May 1918 during a major offensive in which it intended to capture Paris. American troops helped to regain control of the town in a massive counterattack in July that General John Pershing, the leader of
the American Expeditionary Force in France, and many historians consider to be the turning point of the war. Photographs of church ruins, craters made by artillery, dead German soldiers, French soldiers’ graves, and an American cemetery recorded the losses—in lives and property—inflicted by the war. Here Osiek also photographed scenes of the battlefield and the Hindenburg line, the notoriously impenetrable German front. Mud trenches, trees stripped bare by artillery, and the remnants of a German machine gun evidenced the destruction and desolation that had surrounded Allied and German soldiers during the war. Osiek witnessed the war and its toll while at Soissons even though he had not participated in the actual fighting, and he recorded his presence on the important battlefield in his photo album. He even posed to have his picture taken in front of a dugout in the German trenches that enemy soldiers once used for protection against Allied artillery attacks (Figure 3). Here Osiek literally inserted himself into the front lines of the war and remembered himself as part of an important American victory.

Photographs of the German and Allied dead Osiek took in and around Soissons also contributed to his American identity formation. Unlike the neat, marked graves of French soldiers buried on the battlefield and American soldiers interred in a nearby cemetery, the Germans lay in the trenches and on the battlefield where they had died, rotting from exposure to the elements. Great care had been exerted to identify the Allied dead and honor their sacrifice in the war by providing them with burials and grave markers. The dead Germans, on the other hand, received no such honorable treatment from the Allies, who left the bodies of their defeated enemy unidentified and decaying in the sun. One photograph showed that further humiliation occurred at the hands of Osiek’s travel companion, C. L. Gilroy, who Osiek photographed poking a dead German soldier’s body with a stick (Figure 4). The uniformed U.S. sailor defiled the corpse of the German soldier and ensured that he was deprived of the honor normally associated with wartime service and death in battle. Osiek’s disgust for German soldiers, expressed by his complicity in the act, conveyed his loyalty to the U.S. government as an American citizen and member of the U.S. Navy. Yet again, though, his Americanness in this moment was articulated as disrespect for the German government and its representatives, which did not compromise his ethnic German identity.

The literature on black lynching in the U.S. provides another way to think about the meaning of Osiek’s photographs of dead German soldiers. Much of the wartime propaganda in the U.S. identified Germans as rapists and barbarians, deploying fears of the violation of innocent women in an attempt to motivate Americans to fight. This language mimicked that used by white mobs who attempted to use the violence and fear inspired
by the act of lynching to exert control over blacks and maintain their superior place in American society.\textsuperscript{34} Photographs of black lynching victims and their white perpetrators functioned to uphold white power over black bodies and further solidify cross-class white alliances. Picture postcards of lynchings sent from white witnesses to their families allowed these individuals to assert their presence at the lynchings and identify themselves as part of the white racial alliance.\textsuperscript{35} Osiek’s images of dead German bodies similarly aligned him with the perpetrators of the violence against these soldiers, in this case the Allied militaries. His photographs, as part of his memories of the Great War, performed actions similar to those of lynching picture postcards: Osiek informed viewers of his responsibility for German soldiers’ deaths to assert his identity as a non-German ally. Osiek distanced himself from the German victims in his images, both literally and figuratively, and then used the photographs to assert and reassert an American political identity in his photo album.

Osiek perhaps emphasized an American military identity because of his German ethnic identity and the suspicion it cast upon his loyalty in St. Charles. At the time he enlisted in the Navy in August 1918, he and his church were facing prosecution for their continued use of the German language at the hands of Missouri Governor Frederick Gardner and the Missouri State Council of Defense.\textsuperscript{36} Osiek’s enlistment and his subsequent photographs of Europe can be read as a reaction to the persecution on the homefront that challenged his loyalty to the American nation.

Osiek’s photographs, as part of his memories of the Great War, enabled him to claim responsibility for American military victories and German soldiers’ deaths to convey a non-German political identity. He aligned himself with the Allied military in his images, which he then used to convey his American identity in his photo album. Yet he also placed his photographs of Soissons among images of surviving places of cultural and historical significance in Paris, including Notre Dame Cathedral and the Eiffel Tower. By doing so, he linked the destruction and death at Soissons to the defense of Paris and positioned U.S. participation in the Great War as the defense of France and its history and culture. This justification offered a way for Osiek to protect his cultural sensibilities by remembering the war and his military service as a defensive act to save France and not as an act of aggression against his cultural fatherland. Osiek’s photographic narrative of the Great War conveyed his Americanness in ways that did not violate his German cultural affiliations and allowed him to maintain a hyphenated identity during and after his Navy service.

Despite Osiek and Hoehn’s very different experiences in the military, Hoehn photographed similar subjects that documented the countryside and
towns he traveled through during his post-war service in Germany. The U.S. Army stationed Hoehn temporarily in several places in the Rhineland after the armistice, including Sankt Goar, Montreal, and Mayen. Finally, he settled in the town of Welling in March 1919, where he remained until returning to the U.S. the following August. Unlike Osiek, Hoehn had fought in Europe and contributed to the Allied victory, and his photographs did not have the same emphasis on his American military identity. Instead, his images depicted the region where his ancestors once lived, for his grandfather had emigrated from Nassau, a town less than twenty-two miles from Hoehn’s posting. The meaning of Hoehn’s photographs is embedded in the complex intertwining of his German cultural identity, his ancestral roots in the region, and his residence in St. Charles that motivated him to take pictures and send postcards of the Rhineland to his family at home.

Hoehn posed for a photograph when he first encountered the iconic Rhine River in Sankt Goar that acknowledged and celebrated his German roots. He penned a message to his family on the back of a postcard featuring a scenic, black-and-white photograph of the town, telling them, “We are now upon the famous Rhein River in Germany, and it sure is a beautiful spot.” The photograph documented Hoehn’s presence in Germany as a member of the U.S. Army, yet he posed next to the waterway that served as a symbol of the German nation. He even used the German spelling of the river’s name as opposed to the English version. While many servicemen may have thought that the river was beautiful, it held special significance to German-Americans like Hoehn whose ancestors originated in that area of the country. Despite fighting against German soldiers in the war, Hoehn’s connection to his fatherland remained, and he took the opportunity his service in the German Rhineland afforded him to express his cultural identity.

Hoehn’s images of the German Rhineland otherwise excluded references to the U.S. and Allied militaries. For instance, Hoehn thoroughly documented the town of Welling where he was posted, including the countryside around it and even its electrical plant. He noted on the reverse of one photograph of Welling taken from a distance that he stayed with Mr. Schafer in the second house from the right in his image, and he photographed the Schafer family with whom he stayed. The U.S. Army billeted Hoehn and other American soldiers stationed in the German Rhineland with German civilians. Forcing Germans to house American soldiers was a form of power that the U.S. Army exerted over its defeated foes. But Hoehn failed to convey this power in his photographs by excluding American soldiers and focusing in German subjects—the town, the house, and even the family who hosted him. He omitted the American military presence from his photographs of Welling and disconnected himself from the rhetoric of defeat and superiority attached to
American servicemen in Germany.

Hoehn’s photograph of the Schafer family and the caption he gave it instead recorded his illegal friendship with German civilians. Hoehn depicted the family in an informal portrait staged outside in front of a stone wall (Figure 5). The women, seated in chairs with their arms either crossed or resting gently in their laps, had relaxed poses and expressions. The man and boy standing behind them also seemed at ease, even smiling for their picture. The relaxed poses evidenced their complicity in the photograph taken by their American guest. Hoehn captioned the image, “Schafer Family, Germany. They grew friendly with [me], gave bread. We sent tobacco, wrote letters in Ger.”

The photograph of a German family who had shown Hoehn kindness during his time in the Rhineland violated General Pershing’s order prohibiting social contact between American soldiers and enemy civilians. Yet Hoehn risked arrest to cultivate a friendship with the Schafers, and he maintained their relationship after returning to St. Charles by writing letters to them and sending them tobacco, a scarce and expensive item in post-war Germany. The friendship, formed because of the war, helped to revitalize and strengthen Hoehn’s relationship with Germany. Cultural historian Jay Winter, in his discussion of an Austrian Jewish Army doctor’s photographs taken on the eastern front during World War II, says that the photographer’s Jewishness was visible in his images by his choice to photograph Jewish subjects. Hoehn’s fascination with German subjects and his decision to omit U.S. soldiers and France was a way in which he expressed his German identity in his photographs.

Yet Hoehn was also an outsider in his pictures, a U.S. soldier photographing the area where his ancestors once lived. His images narrated his movements through the Rhineland as he literally marched from Sankt Goar to Welling and documented the American soldier’s encounters with his German fatherland. While Hoehn actively maintained a German identity in St. Charles as a member of a local ethnic German church, his encounters with civilians in Germany would have exposed differences between their Germanness. Their accents and German dialects would have differed from one another because Hoehn lived in St. Charles rather than in Welling. These differences did not negate or erase Hoehn’s German identity; instead, they identified his Germanness as a particular strain shaped by his residence in the U.S. Hoehn’s photographs of his encounters with Germany therefore emphasized his American identity as a foreign German in opposition to the inhabitants of the Rhineland.

Hoehn also employed photographic techniques to create artistic images of his surroundings in Germany. In “Welling to East,” for instance, Hoehn photographed several houses nestled in the rolling hills. He chose to
photograph the scene from up high on the side of hill, allowing the scene to fill the frame and draw the viewer’s eye along the valley running diagonally across the image to the seemingly endless countryside in the background (Figure 6). The techniques he employed conveyed a sense of vastness, beauty, and motion absent from Osiek’s fairly straightforward, documentary images. These pastoral scenes—which were the subjects of twenty-four of his thirty-nine photographs—recorded an area that hosted no battles and retained its pristine, rural beauty that had made it a vacation destination before the war. Hoehn would have had numerous opportunities to photograph evidence of Germany’s defeat—such as abandoned weapons, dead bodies, and prisoners of war—on the long march to the Rhineland through France and Luxembourg. Yet he omitted any references to Germany’s loss, instead opting to depict his fatherland as a beautiful and peaceful nation. This positive image of Germany countered typical representations of war and reinforced Hoehn’s pre-war connection to Germany that remained intact despite his role in its military defeat.

Hoehn used several of his photographs after returning to St. Charles to help residents remember and celebrate their cultural and ancestral connections to Germany. Hoehn was known locally as an amateur photographer, and he printed thirteen of his Germany photographs on postcard stock that he likely sold to shops in the city (Figure 7, for example). The scenic images that included Brohl Castle, riverside dwellings along the Rhine, and the towns of Mayen and Brohl were perhaps motivated by his intentions to sell them to St. Charles residents, whose German cultural sensibilities would have been upset by negative representations of their fatherland. At a time when few people from St. Charles had the means to travel abroad, his beautiful photographs stood in for all of Germany and gave German-Americans a way to see the area from which their ancestors had emigrated. Hoehn’s postcards countered the negative images of Germans in the national press during the war and offered residents depictions of a Germany that they could be proud of. His photographs point to a revitalization of German-Americans’ relationships with Germany enabled by community members’ war service and their political loyalty to the U.S.

Great War photographs by German-American servicemen are informative yet ignored sites of identity expression. Osiek and Hoehn constructed identities through their photographs that were sufficiently limited in scope so as to allow them to be loyal American citizens as well as cultural Germans. They emerged from the war with their hyphenated identities intact and, in the case of Hoehn, with renewed connections to Germany. Rather than serving as an assimilating force, military service provided Osiek and Hoehn with opportunities to formulate and express identities that fit within the terms
of both their American political citizenship and their German heritage and culture.
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